In life sign detection， radar echo signal is very weak and hard to extract. For solve this problem, weak life signal de-noising based on wavelet transform is studied. Through the studies of wavelet threshold de-noising method, the use of it in weak life signal de-noising in strong noise background, and the verification of simulation by Matlab, the results shows that wavelet threshold de-noising method can remove the noise signal from weak life signal effectively and be an effective de-noising and extraction method for weak life signal.
Introduction
Life detection signal has the characteristics of signal weak, noise strong, frequency range low and stochastic strong. So it is one key factor to determine Radar's Performance that the Radar signal processing is good or bad for life detection radar [1, 2] . As the Doppler frequency shift of life signal is very weak, and the traditional Fourier transform signal processing has poor localization in the corresponding frequency domain as well as significantly localization in the time domain, it is difficult to locate the signal. Wavelet transform has good time-frequency localize properties in signal processing and characteristic of multi-resolution analysis，so it can extract transient information from non-stationary signal effectively and extract required life signal better.
Wavelet Transform Theory
Wavelet transform is a tool to study the components of corresponding scale using the decomposition method after the data, function or operator is separated into different frequency components [3] . In signal analysis, wavelet transform depends on two parameters: scale and time.
The main advantage of wavelet transformation is that it has a variable analysis window of time frequency. Its wide window can be used to analyze the low frequency signal and its narrow window can be used to analyze high frequency signal. Therefore, WT can provide the superior time frequency resolution for signal analysis within all the frequency scope [4] .
Wavelet is the vibrating wave in a relatively short time interval, and the function used to represent wavelet is known as the wavelet function [5] , noted as ( ) t
Because of the need of application, Wavelet transform must meet the allowed condition
, and ( ) t
It is the continuous Wavelet transform of ) (t f . In this equation ， a is called scale factor or expansion factor, and b is called translation factor.
The formula of continuous wavelet transform is
The new formula of discrete wavelet transform is
According to the definition of Wavelet, we can see two characteristics of it. One is "small", that is, there is compact support or similar compact support in time domain. The other is "volatility", which means, DC component is zero and positive and negative is alternative.
Because of these characteristics, for the small Doppler shift transformation in the actual life detection radar echo signal, it is better using an irregular wavelet function to approach sharply changing signal in a very short time than the sinusoid used in Fourier transform.
The sampling frequency of response samples is 256Hz. Through the two divided-frequency function of WT, the particular frequency scope and rhythm corresponded by each dimension layer are illustrated as table 1. 
Wavelet Threshold De-noising Method in Life Signal Detection
Work principle of life detection radar is shown as Fig.1 . The signals receiving from radar's antenna include the direct coupling wave between antennas, noted as ) (t a , the reflection wave from medium interface, noted as ) (t b , space clutter wave, noted as ) (t r , and the signal of life parameters, noted as ) (t s . So it is non-stationary random signal in strong noise background，and can be noted as It is very difficult to extract the life parameters signal ) (t s from the echo signal ) (t f directly. At present, the common method to separate and extract signal is based on waveform analysis, highfrequency and DC component in radar echo signal can be removed by pre-treating after demodulating， then more standard life signal waveforms can be got by further digital filtering. As the non-contact life parameter signal is short-term, non-stationary, waveform and arrival signal unknown detected in strong noise background, adaptive filter and B-spline function fitting filter is selected for better effect, but their computation is complexity; FIR digital filter is simple, but phase distortion will appear; and signal processing method based on wavelet transform theory can solve the problem very well.
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Threshold De-noising Method
The essence of signal processing based on wavelet theory is de-noising, and common methods of wavelet de-noising are modulus maxima de-noising method, threshold de-noising method, relevance denoising method, and shrinkage proportion de-noising method. In these methods, the threshold de-noising method is simple and effective.
The threshold de-noising method reconstruct the original signal by dealing with all level coefficients whose modulus is greater or smaller than a certain threshold value after wavelet transform separately and inverse transforming the Process wavelet coefficients.
In the threshold de-noising, the threshold function reflects the different treatment strategy and different estimation methods to the mode of wavelet coefficients over or below the threshold. Hard threshold function and soft threshold function are common threshold function.
In hard threshold de-noising, the absolute value of the signal is compared with a specified threshold values, if the value is less than or equal to the threshold, let it be zero; else the value remains unchanged. In soft threshold denoising, the absolute value of the signal is compared with a specified threshold values, if the value is less than or equal to the, let it be zero; else it will be changed to be the value of that point minus the threshold. Generally, the signal dealt with hard threshold is rougher than soft-threshold, so using soft threshold de-noising to extract weak life signal that have low SNR (signal-to-noise ratio) can obtain better results. 
Threshold Estimation
Threshold estimation is an important factor in wavelet threshold de-noising method, if the threshold is too small, noise is still in the signal after de-noising; but if the threshold is too large, important signal characteristics will be filtered out, and deviation will be caused. From the intuitive view, for a given wavelet coefficient, the threshold is greater when the noise greater [6] .
Common method of threshold is Visushrik threshold, SUREShrink threshold, GCV threshold value, etc. In these methods, the threshold in SUREShrink estimation is estimated under the SURE criteria, which is the unbiased estimation in the standard deviation criteria. The conclusion is specific to softthreshold function, and the threshold value is near the ideal.
If the wavelet coefficients of original signal is estimated by the shrinkage of soft-threshold function, that is ˆ( ) ( sgn( ) ) ( ) 1, 2,...,
Then the choice of threshold can be defined by the following risk function:
Because of the Orthogonality of wavelet transform, risk function can be written as
When V obeys Gauss distribution, the following equation can be setting up. 
And the choice of best threshold may be in a limited scope, that is，
. In actual applications, more satisfied de-noising result can be achieved by using SUREShrink threshold de-noising method ，which is a low-error method in threshold de-noising.
Because the SNR of signal received by life detection radar is very small, high-frequency coefficients generated in Wavelet transform, including life signal and noise signal, constitutes high frequency coefficient vector of the signal， the high frequency part in life signal will be removed as noise signal in general threshold selection method，but it will be reserved in SUREShrink threshold selection rules based on Stein Unbiased likelihood estimation.
Matlab simulation of Wavelet De-noising
Generally， the strong noise in detected weak life signal is mainly frequency interference signals, so we use the signal which amplitude is 1 and frequency is 0.7Hz to simulate human heart rate signal, use the signal which amplitude is 10 and frequency is 50Hz to simulate background noise signal, then the life signal in the strong noise background may be similar to the sum of these two signals and the noissin noise signal provided by Matlab. Though de-compositing signal by Db3 wavelet, estimating signal threshold by SURE Shrink，and realizing by heursure function, the simulation results show in Fig.2 [7,8 From these results, we can found that wavelet threshold de-noising method can remove noise from weak life signals in strong noise background better，and a better life signal can be achieved.
Conclusion
Because of the characteristics of life signal, the traditional Fourier transform can not be used in denoising and signal extraction of it. But wavelet transform can analysis noise signal in time domain and frequency domain, it is suitable for transient signal detection, and can be an effective de-noising and extraction method for weak life signal. So it is very suitable for the detection of weak life signals, and can play an important role in the life detection area.
